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In a challenging world, 
integrity is everything.

Our brand matters 
more than ever, and  
we will focus on why  
customers value it.
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C H A P T E R  ON E

Who We Are
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Dear CMG Newspaper Colleagues:

We recently conducted extensive consumer research to understand what people value most from 
us. It confirmed that our newspaper brands – both print and digital – are central to the communities 
we serve. Across our markets, our core readers trust us more than the major national newspaper 
brands, and they see us as integral to their community identity and pride. We have earned these 
powerful and positive views through our commitment to real journalism that makes a real local 
impact. For us, this is the result of always doing business and reporting the news with integrity. 
 
Integrity sets us apart in today’s environment, and is what our readers value from us. It guides us 
in asking the tough questions, pursuing the hard answers, investigating all sides of the story and 
delivering the confirmed facts. Without integrity, we cannot be of value to our readers. Going  
forward, all of our newspapers will benefit from a coordinated brand marketing strategy that  
highlights the value of journalism, and how we help our readers confidently know what’s really 
going on in their communities. In leveraging this approach, we satisfy our readers by emphasizing 
what connects them best with the news. This way, we can protect our existing base, preserve  
at-risk subscribers and nurture future subscribers into journalism loyalist readers. 
 
This brand playbook has been developed to help you better understand the fundamentals of our 
single, coordinated approach to brand building, messaging and marketing – and to help you apply 
these fundamentals to your daily work. We believe doing so will be an important part of achieving 
CMG’s 2020 vision and goals. 
 
Thank you for being part of our trusted, credible brands in each of our local markets. 
 
Sincerely,

 
Amy Chown 
VP, Marketing
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Our brand marketing  
vision is to connect our 
readers to the content  
that they most value.
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A Holistic Approach to 
Brand Marketing 

Brand marketing combines communicating how 
a customer should feel about a brand with how 
they should interact with the brand. In other 
words – brand marketing merges the “why buy?” 
with “why buy now?” 

All products, content and marketing channels need 
to work together to deliver a consistent brand.

What this is:
An illustration of the factors contributing to  
successful brand marketing communications. 
These factors cannot exist in independent silos. 
The intersection provides the best opportunity  
to promote our brand.

This illustration reinforces a CMG newspapers 
brand structure unified by function, not separated 
geographically by market.

How to use it:

Identify 
The objective of your brand marketing effort.

Ask 
Can this be leveraged across all three areas?

What are the implications of this brand  
marketing on content?

Is there is a compelling feeling, reason to act, 
reason to read?

What action do I want consumers to take  
relating to the brand?

How can I ensure every touchpoint delivers on  
a constant experience?

Confirm 
With colleagues in related areas that your effort 
can be leveraged for maximum impact.

Brand
What we 

want consumers 
to feel

Brand 
Marketing

Content
What is 

worth reading 
and paying for 

 

Consumer
What we 

want consumers 
to do
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Brand Pyramid 

The brand pyramid defines the DNA of the  
CMG newspaper brands. Use it to inform both 
brand and product marketing. Our brand, and 
the traits that define it, are product agnostic.  
So, no matter the medium or audience, these  
descriptors can be applied. 

Please note, the reasons to believe are not 
meant to be used as word-for-word copy points.

What this is: 
A hierarchal outline of the CMG newspaper 
brands, developed by stakeholders in the brand 
leadership.

How to use it:

Identify 
Reasons to believe and benefits most relevant to 
your target audience.

Ask 
Which reason to believe or benefit should be 
prioritized in this communication?

How do these help convey the brand position of 
integrity to this audience?

Confirm  
That the tone and imagery conveys the 
brand personality.

brand m
arketing

product m
arkeing

Reasons to Believe 
the tangible means of delivering  
the brand’s functional and  
emotional benefits

Functional Benefits 
the functional benefit the target  
population seeks from the brand 
with each interaction

Emotional Benefits 
the positive feelings the target  
population desires and experiences  
with each brand interaction

Social Benefits 
the way in which the brand enhances  
the community at large

Personality 
the endearing human characteristics  
the brand exudes as it delivers the  
proposition to the target population

Position 
the compelling core proposition  
the brand delivers in everything it 
says and doesIntegrity

Smart
Trustworthy
Inquisitive
Engaging

Informed Communities

Confidence

Reliable

A Century of 
Strength 

and Influence

Consistent 
Execution 

and Delivery

Depth and 
Breadth

of Content

Community 
Engagement and 

Responsibility

Trusted Source
Built on 

Real Journalism
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Brand Promise

Our brand promise is a rallying cry to inspire 
the spirit of the brand in everything done across 
the CMG newspaper brands. The promise was 
created collaboratively with brand stakeholders 
and informed by our research. Its purpose is 
not to serve as a mission statement or sample 
copy. Instead, use it as a lens to look through in 
communicating our brand.

How to use it:

Identify  
What themes should be highlighted to  
describe the CMG newspaper brands.

Ask  
What pieces within this promise can 
inspire how I want to communicate the  
CMG newspaper brands?

Are there phrases here that can inform 
my copywriting?

Confirm 
I have not simply copied directly from this 
narrative in communicating the brand.

We empower readers who value real, detailed local news.  
Our communities view us as one news source with the  
responsibility to educate, inform and entertain them. We 
provide them with credible journalism, documenting  
communities’ moments, milestones and people. In doing so, 
we create a breadth and depth of coverage that is worth  
reading, and available only from us. With a team of  
respected journalists and professionals, we ensure the  
integrity of all our products at every touchpoint, and earn 
the ongoing trust, loyalty and financial support of those  
we serve. We deliver the truth every day, as we always have – 
and as we always will.
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C H A P T E R  T WO

What 
Readers 

Want
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In the process of developing our brand marketing strategy, we engaged 
with our readers to understand perceptions of their local CMG brand,  
but not the products themselves. The goal of the CMG Value Proposition 
Research was to uncover the factors that deepen an emotional connection 
and perception of value. Combined, these can drive a reader’s willingness 
to pay for news. 
 
The research was conducted in two phases. The first phase utilized  
focus groups involving 7-day print subscribers, less than 7-day print  
subscribers and digital-only subscribers. In the second phase,  
quantitative research included responses from 3,500 current and  
potential subscribers across all four markets. Together these components 
focused on answering the following questions:

What is worth reading?

What is worth paying for?

What makes our brand worth reading?

What makes our brand worth a subscription?

Is our brand a luxury or essential?

Why do you think your subscription price 
has increased?
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CMG newspaper brands are more than our logos, colors, 
products, taglines or advertising. It is a defining idea,  
a set of standards and a consistent experience across  
every touchpoint. 

To our readers, their brand perception is consistent, whether 
the product they consume is free or paid, print or digital. 

This is why our focus is on communicating the essence 
of the local newspaper brand, not marketing its products  
or features.

Our Brand
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Message Pathways 

As a result of our research, we identified four 
main messaging pathways that were most 
effective in driving perception of value and 
willingness to pay for the news amongst our 
readers. The pathways are listed on this page 
and contain the specific statements to which 
readers responded best. Messages such as these 
may be adapted to inform image selection and 
copy writing. 

Of all statements tested, “Reading the news is 
my time to learn what’s really going on” tested 
the best with readers. It serves as the focus 
of our overall messaging and brand marketing 
efforts. These are not slogans or copy, but 
rather message platforms that resonated 
best with survey respondents. These are core 
reasons one reads and pays for a subscription to 
a local brand.

What this is:

Identify  
The target audience for your communication 
and what types of messaging they respond to 
best.

Ask  
What primary and secondary pathway should  
be emphasized?

What proof points best align with my message?

What call to action is most appropriate for 
this communication?

How can I use these pathways as a starting point 
for my copy and visuals?

Confirm  
My message has a payoff derived from a 
pathway without simply repeating it.

The newspaper supports real journalists  
uncovering and exposing the stuff you aren’t  
supposed to know about

The newspaper holds public officials, companies 
and institutions accountable

The newspaper is an investment in real journalism 
and the details you won’t get anywhere else

The newspaper is a credible and reliable source 
for news and information

Civic Responsibility

Personal Ritual

Community Pride 

Real Journalism

My community is stronger because of its  
newspaper

The newspaper shapes my community’s identity

The newspaper documents and preserves my 
community’s moments, milestones and people

Reading the news helps me feel connected to 
my community

The newspaper empowers our local  
community to act

The newspaper informs me of local issues 
so I can take action

Responsible citizens read the newspaper

The newspaper is an investment in a  
critical public service 

Reading the news is a peaceful moment in 
my busy life

Reading the news is my time to learn what’s 
really going on

Reading the news is my way to learn 
something new

Reading the news is worth my time
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To most effectively apply our messages, it is 
important to understand that different types 
of readers have different views, concerns and 
priorities. Doing so can help refine how we 
apply our messages and target readers for the 
greatest impact. Our research revealed three 
macro-groups of readers and what differentiates 
them from each other. 

The Journalism Loyalists group represents  
readers most like our core readership. This 
group provides great opportunities for  
acquisitions and retention messaging alike. 
Already avid news readers, our research shows 
people in this group respond best to messages 
that remind them of the personal ritual that the 
news provides them.

What this is: 
A snapshot of the Journalism Loyalsits segment  
outlining who they are and how they engage 
with the news. 
 
How to use it:

Identify  
What is unique about this audience?

Ask  
What are their news consumption habits?

To what messaging concepts do they  
respond best?

What data point helps my message to be  
more precise?

Confirm  
That the final piece aligns with the messaging 
preferences of these readers.

Targeting our Messages 
Journalism Loyalists

Source: CMG Value Proposition Research
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Targeting our Messages 
At-Risks

The At-Risk group represents those most similar 
to our subset of readers that are current  
subscribers, but are strongly considering  
discontinuing their relationship with the  
CMG newspaper brands. While providing some 
opportunity for acquisition, this group provides 
great opportunities for retention-based  
communications. These readers also tend 
to be more conservative, and respond best 
to messaging highlighting the value their  
news provides.

What this is:
A snapshot of the At-Risk segment outlining who 
they are and how they engage with the news.

How to use it:

Identify  
What is unique about this audience.

Ask  
What are their news consumption habits?

To what messaging concepts do they  
respond best?

What data point helps my message to be  
more precise?

Confirm  
That the final piece aligns with the messaging 
preferences of these readers.

Source: CMG Value Proposition Research
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Targeting our Messages 
The Future

The Future group is representative more of our 
younger readership as well as those most likely 
to become subscribers. Although offering some 
opportunity for retention messaging, this group 
has the greatest opportunity for acquisitions. 
Our research shows that people from this group 
most connects with the news so they can take 
action in their communities.

What this is:
A snapshot of the Future segment outlining who 
they are and how they engage with the news.

How to use it:

Identify  
What is unique about this audience?

Ask  
What are their news consumption habits?

To what messaging concepts do they  
respond best?

What data point helps my message to be  
more precise?

Confirm  
That the final piece aligns with the messaging 
preferences of these readers.

Source: CMG Value Proposition Research
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At CMG we do significant research to ensure 
that we are listening to what consumers want. 
From the way that people engage with our 
products to the types of stories they prefer 
to the message pathways to which they  
respond best – we continually look to better 
serve consumers.

This page shows headlines from our research 
studies that confirm and reinforce our value 
proposition research. Use these insights to  
understand how best to reach those who  
currently engage with our products as well as 
those most likely to in the future.

How to use:

Identify  
How you want to portray the CMG newspaper 
brands and to whom you are communicating.

Ask  
How can I integrate our readers’ news  
consumption preferences into brand messaging?

Confirm  
That my communication delivers on the 
brand promise and has a call to action that 
aligns with the target audience.

Words Matter.  
Local Matters.  
Relevance Matter. 

Brand Strength 
Based on CMG Research

Top 5 Most Important Brand Attributes that 
CMG Newspaper Brands Deliver On:
 
•  The Sunday paper is a good way to relax on 

the weekend – Personal Ritual
•  An important part of my daily routine –  

Personal Ritual
•  Spending 20 minutes with this paper  

will give me a lot of information –  
Personal Ritual

•  Does investigative reporting that has an 
impact – Real Journalism

•  Is the most complete source of local news 
in the area – Community Pride

 
Note: Although these are based on print 
tracking research – these are values that  
apply overall to our digital brands as well.  
Relaxation (enjoyment), daily routine,  
information, investigative journalism and 
local news.

Source: Q1 2017 CMG Print Tracker

Highlights 
from CMG Research

Words matter.  
Local matters.  
Relevance Matters.
 
All CMG local brands are highly trusted –  
so play to that strength.
 
Top testing taglines that supported the  
Davis Brand Capital research and became 
basis for brand marketing strategy:

It’s your city. Know what’s really going on.
Brand marketing application: Our point  
of differentiation is local. That’s what  
our customers expect from us. Now more 
than ever, the source matters.

 
Most polarizing tagline (highest number of 
negative responses): 

No fake news. Get real. Get the truth.
Brand marketing application: Trying to  
defend against fake news plays into to  
political polarization – and is not believable 
if it does not represent one’s viewpoint.  

 
Source: CMG Research 2017; CMG Fake News / State of the 
Media Research, 2017

Additional Words/Phrases that  
Resonate with Readers
 
•  Fact-checked information
•  Whole story
•  Reliable
•  Consistent
•  Clear (easy to understand)
 
Source: CMG Fake News / State of the Media Research, 2017
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Bringing 
the Brand 

to Life

C H A P T E R  T H R E E
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From our research, we know readers develop more of an 
emotional connection to the CMG newspaper brands when 
they see it as an integral part of the local community.  
This is best accomplished with messaging directed towards 
CMG newspapers providing local journalism, the community 
impact it provides, and how it helps people know what’s  
really going on. That is why these concepts are at the core  
of our brand marketing strategy.
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When creating brand marketing and communications,  
make sure they are aligned with the CMG newspaper brands 
by asking these questions:

Who is the reader I am trying to reach?

What do I want the reader to feel?

Which messaging pathway(s) identified in research 
should I choose when I approach copy or imagery?

To what kind of imagery or messaging does this 
reader respond best?

How can this reinforce the connection between 
local journalism and community impact?

What starting point(s) can I utilize from existing 
brand marketing creative?

A Starting Point:
Developing the Concept
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Drafting Copy
Every communication has an objective (ECHO). What is the 
one key message and/or call to action you are intending to  
communicate? Consistency is important – there is no need  
to start from scratch or deviate from copy themes to reinvent 
the wheel.

Each piece should reflect at least one of the four messaging 
pathways developed from our research. Which pathway(s) is 
represented in the theme of this communication?

• Real Journalism • Civic Responsibility 
• Community Pride • Personal Ritual 

The focus on real local journalism, community impact and  
knowing what’s really going on resonates best with our 
readers. What is the best way to reinforce these attributes  
or perceived benefits?

Copy should be as brief and efficient as possible. How can you 
communicate your message more succinctly?
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Selecting Imagery
Is an image needed? If so, why? What does it add?

How does the image support the message and/or call to action 
you are looking to communicate? 

Which pathway(s) does the image represent?

How does the image strengthen the emotional connection  
with the audience? What do we want our readers to feel from 
the image? What emotion does this image reinforce?

Can you source a “real photograph” rather than using generic  
stock imagery?

Is this image a truly recognizable local shot that can simplify 
the headline and copy?

How can I apply the “blue box” treatment or some variation of 
it to the design?
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Images play an important role in journalism. They 
instantly capture moments, tell stories, show  
emotion, reflect reality and showcase our local  
communities. CMG newspaper brands images 
represent the community, the brand, its position and 
personality, rather than specific product images.  
 
CMG newspapers’ brand images do not include 
product images like the ePaper, website or print 
edition. Research shows that customers do not 
differentiate brand perceptions between products 
from each property.  Rather they look to the 
brand to provide content based on the four message 
pathways regardless of the format. 

When selecting images for CMG brand marketing 
pieces choose from CMG-owned newsroom  
image files whenever possible rather than stock 
photography. Crop images closely to focus on  
the subject. Lighting should be natural, not artificial 
or overblown.

What this is:
A sample of images that align with the four  
messaging pathways. 

How to use it:

Identify 
The message you wish to communicate and the 
target audience.

Ask  
Who is the primary audience for the communication?

Does the image evoke a sentiment that aligns with 
this type of messaging?

Is the image recognizable in the local market?

What “tracker topic” of local journalism does the 
image reinforce?

Image Palette

Pathway: Real Journalism

Pathway: Community Pride
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Image Palette 
continued 

What this is:
A sample of images that align with the four  
messaging pathways. 

How to use it:

Identify 
The message you wish to communicate and the 
target audience.

Ask  
Who is the primary audience for the communication?

Does the image evoke a sentiment that aligns with 
this type of messaging?

Is the image recognizable in the local market?

What “tracker topic” of local journalism does the 
image reinforce?

Pathway: Civic Responsibility

Pathway: Personal Ritual
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Applying a Call to Action 
(cta) 

A strong call to action is among the most  
important compenents when applying our  
brand in consumer marketing.  

Effective calls to action incorporate both brand 
messaging and incentive offers. Some examples 
of this are shown on this page.

Whether reinforcing the brand when thanking  
a reader for paying their bill or enticing a  
potential subscriber with a pricing promotion, 
the breadth of these calls to action show 
flexibility yet consistency of our brand marketing 
strategy.

What this is:
Examples of different calls to action that  
employ various messaging pathways that can 
be adapted for use in acquisitions and retention 
applications alike.

How to use it:

Identify  
The overall theme and desired response to this 
communication.

Ask 
To what type of readers is this acquisition/  
retention piece directed?

What drives these readers to be willing to pay 
for news?

Which pathways should be emphasized in your 
call to action?

Confirm  
The call to action is clear and reflects the  
preferences of the target audience.

Thank you for supporting real journalism that makes  
a local impact. By being a subscriber you are helping 
to provide a crucial service that keeps our community  
informed about what’s really going on.

Support local journalism for just 99¢ so you can take action 
to help shape your community.

Get all sides of the story for just 99¢.

Find out what’s really going on for just 99¢.

Worth reading. Worth paying for.

Pathway: Real Journalism

Pathway: Civic Responsibility

Pathway: Real Journalism

Pathway: Real Journalism

Pathway: Personal Ritual
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The CMG newspaper brands typography  
consists of three typefaces: FreightTextPro 
(Adobe Typekit and Phil’s Fonts Inc.), 
FreightSansPro, (Adobe Typekit and Phil’s Fonts 
Inc.), Verdana and the Google font, Open.  
The typefaces come in a variety of weights and 
offer flexibility of use. Commitment to these 
typefaces in all applications helps to support a 
consistent and strong identity.

Primary
The FreightTextPro family should be used  
primarily for headlines, sub-headlines, paragraph 
headers and body copy. It may be used in print 
and digital applications. Kerning should remain 
at zero (0).

Secondary
FreigthSansPro is used primarily for  
supproting and legal copy. Kerning should remain 
at zero (0).

Digital
The system font Verdana is the typeface to use 
for digital communications, Microsoft® Word 
documents and PowerPoint® presentations. 
It may also be used for electronic forms and 
online communications, such as email text and 
email signatures. 

Web
The Google font Open is the typeface to use for 
the web for optimal page loading.

Typography

Primary  
headlines, sub-heads, paragraph headers 
and body copy

FreightTextPro Light

FreightTextPro Light Italic

FreightTextPro Book

FreightTextPro Book Italic

FreightTextPro Medium

FreightTextPro Medium Italic

FreightTextPro Semibold

FreightTextPro Semibold Italic

FreightTextPro Bold

FreightTextPro Bold Italic

FreightTextPro Black

FreightTextPro Black Italic

Secondary  
supporting and legal copy

FreightSansPro Light

FreightSansPro Light Italic

FreightSansPro Book

FreightSansPro Book Italic

FreightSansPro Medium

FreightSansPro Medium Italic

FreightSansPro Semibold

FreightSansPro Semibold Italic

FreightSansPro Bold

FreightSansPro Bold Italic

FreightSansPro Black

FreightSansPro Black Italic

Digital  
body copy

Verdana

Verdana Italic

Verdana Bold

Verdana Bold Italic
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Primary Color Palette 
The primary CMG newspaper brands color 
palette is classic and strong. It is the primary 
color palette to use across markets to represent 
the brand and provide a unified visual distinction 
between the brand and each of the properties. 

Secondary Color Palette 
A secondary color palette is available for limited 
use to highlight specific creative on any given 
brand marketing or consumer marketing piece. 
Colors from the secondary palette may be used 
as background colors in social campaigns and in 
other acquisition offers featuring price, discount 
or seasonality.

To ensure accurate color reproduction,  
please print the primary colors as spot colors 
whenever possible. The four-color process,  
RGB and HEX formulas may be used as 
alternatives as needed. 

There is some additional flexibility of color  
choice within the Community Pride message 
pathway to allow for the use of color(s) specific 
to a particular event, community moment or 
sports team. Please see the examples on page 35 
for additional context.  

Color Palette 

0c 64m 100y 0k

255r 124g 0b

#FF7C00

90%  
PMS 1505c

21c 100m 95y 12k

178r 30g 40b

#B21E28

PMS 
7621c

55c 3m 100y 0k

130r 188g 0b

#82BC00

PMS 
376c

80c 3m 5y 0k

0r 179g 227b

#00B3E3

PMS 
306c

100c 87m 20y 10k

0r 47g 135b

#002F87

PMS 287c

0c 0m 0y 100k

35r 31g 32b

#231F20

100% k

0c 0m 0y 0k

255r 255g 255b

#FFFFFF

0% k

Primary Color Palette – preferred palette

Secondary Color Palette – for limited use
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CMG newspaper brands marketing can be  
identified by several key elements including: 
headlines that support the message pathways, 
the CMG “blue box,” impactful, local imagery, 
and brief supporting copy. 

Blue Box Treatment
The CMG newspaper brands “blue box”  
represents trust that our readers and  
subscribers have in the brand. It is a consistent 
visual element within our brand marketing 
strategy. The CMG newspaper brands “blue box” 
should always appear blue (PMS 287). However, 
there is some flexibility in the shape of the  
“box” in order to fit a wide variety of formats 
and media. Examples of its application are 
shown here and included in chapter four,  
Updated Materials and Examples of this book 
(beginning on page 29). 

How to use:

Identify  
The primary message you are communicating 
and to whom you are communicating.

Ask  
What are the primary and secondary  
messages?

Confirm  
The primary brand message illustrated in the 
blue box and the copy is appropriate for the size 
of the piece.

Brand Style Guidelines 

Across your

Now more than ever, 
the source matters.

Support real, local journalism 
 with real local impact.    

Know what’s really 
going on.

On your roads

With your tax dollars

In your community

Inside your government

In your schools
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The flagship product of each CMG newspaper 
carries great strength in local markets. You  
may choose to use the flagship identity with or 
without tagline based on space and context for 
each communication.

For those properties that have an icon  
within their visual identity systems, icons  
may be used to represent the CMG newspaper  
brands marketing similar to the primary  
property identity. 

All property flags should appear in black 
(100%k) or reversed out of CMG newspaper 
brands blue (PMS 287).

Icons representing CMG newspaper apps,  
social media and apps should only be used  
within the context of marketing those products 
and not marketing the overarching brand.

Brand Identity

Primary Identity with Tagline Primary Identity Icon
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Practical 
Tools 

for Use

C H A P T E R  F O U R
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The following pages contain examples of select materials, 
advertisements or promotions that can be used as starting 
points or adapted for your use.

To engage in effective brand management and brand 
marketing, use these examples as frameworks to help  
guide daily decisions.

These are not meant to be a comprehensive list of  
examples or a template, but instead pieces and parts of  
a system to inspire your work.

This book is the first version in what will become a document 
that evolves throughout time. As we continue to develop 
within our brand and produce a more robust array of brand 
materials, you will find them here in future editions.

For questions about the CMG newspaper brands strategy 
and application contact the brand marketing team at:  
ajcmarketing@coxinc.com
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Section 1
Brand Marketing
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Tracker Topics 

These pieces focus broader tracker topics  
(e.g. roads, tax dollars) that our research shows 
are important to readers. They center on the 
core brand theme to know what’s really going 
on with added context applied to these local 
issues as they become relevant. The phrasing 
comes from our research showing that “worth” 
and “knowing what’s really going on” were  
the most effective in driving a willingness to  
pay for news.

How to use:

Identify  
The type of story or message we are  
communicating and the platform(s) available  
to communicate it.

Ask  
Which pathway(s) should be highlighted in  
the copy?

Is there a tie-in to a topic relevant to the local 
community that can be made?

Confirm  
The piece is relevant to the place and time, fits 
in the space provided and has a clear message 
and/or call to action. 

Across your

Now more than ever, 
the source matters.

Support real, local journalism 
 with real local impact.    

Know what’s really 
going on.

On your roads

With your tax dollars

In your community

Inside your government

In your schools
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A specific story that has a story arc of something 
that would be covered over a period of time vs. 
a one time story/water cooler stories. 

How to use:

Identify  
The story we are communicating and its  
relationship to the community and other stories 
in a series.

Ask  
Is this a stand-alone piece or is this related to  
a larger story arc?

Which pathway(s) should be highlighted in  
the copy?

Is there a specific image to properly  
contextualize this piece?

Confirm  
The piece is relevant to the place and time, uses 
an appropriate message pathway and has a clear 
message and/or call to action.

Specific Story with Arc 
Pathway: Real JournalismPathway: Real Journalism Pathway: Real Journalism

Ohio’s 
opioid crisis.

Know 
what’s really 

going on.

Ohio’s opioid crisis has hit home 
for so many families, including the lieutenant governor.

Our journalists sit down with Mary Taylor 
as she opens up about her sons’ opioid addition. 

Real journalism. Real local impact.

EXCLUSIVE REPORT
Coming Sunday
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Primary Pathway: Real Journalism
Secondary Pathway: Civic Responsibility

Awards are an opportunity to reinforce our 
journalism and thank readers for their support. 
This creative may support multiple awards  
(annual press association) or an individual’s 
career achievement (a writer’s hall of fame or 
national recognition).
 
Key brand messaging includes appreciation  
to subscribers while recognizing reporting  
excellence. For example: For us as journalists, 
the reward is knowing that we are helping to  
inform our communities of what’s really  
going on. Thank you for supporting real  
local journalism. 
 
In addition to print, an awards highlight may also 
call for a letter from the editor and moment to 
engage readers in the content again. 

How to use:

Identify  
Who has won awards and for what have they 
won them. 

Ask  
What types of awards are these?

What is the overall theme of the awards won?

What pathway(s) can be used to inspire copy 
and images?

How can we draw a connection between  
the journalist/journalism and the community 
he/she/it serves? 

Confirm  
That advertising these awards is done in a way 
that will engage with readers and is not merely 
an exercise in chest-thumping.

Journalism Awards 

Remarkable 
Recognition

for
Remarkable
Journalism

The Austin American-Statesman won
Newspaper of the Year

— the state’s highest and most prestigious award
from the Texas Associated Press Managing Editors.

It is the third time in four years
the Statesman has earned this honor.

Star Reporter of the Year
Jeremy Schwartz

 Michael Brick Award
for Storytelling
Phil Jankowski

 

 Best Photo Gallery
Jay Janner

Short Features
Nancy Flores

Best Video
Less than Two Minutes

Kelly West

General News
Photography

Jay Janner

 Feature Photography
Jay Janner

For us as journalists, the real reward is knowing that 
we are helping to inform our community of what’s really going on.

Thank you for supporting real journalism.

Pathway: Real Journalism

Key brand messaging 
includes appreciation  
to subscribers while  
recognizing reporting 
excellence. 

Key brand messaging 
includes appreciation  
to subscribers while  
recognizing reporting 
excellence. 
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Major Events and  
Community Moments 

Major events and community moments provide 
CMG newspaper brands an opportunity to  
celebrate their local markets. Headlines and  
supporting copy should reflect the themes in 
the Community Pride pathway. Use these pieces 
to 1) illustrate the connection between the  
CMG newspapers brand and the community 
and 2) highlight the benefits of the event  
for the community. Typically, these peices  
are timely. 

The examples shown here display additional  
colors not included in the CMG newspaper 
brands color palette. There is some flexibility  
of color choice within the Community Pride 
pathway to allow for the use of color(s) specific 
to a particular event, community moment or 
sports team. 

How to use:

Identify  
The story we are communicating and its  
relationship to the community.

Ask  
What are the major links between the story and 
the local community?

Which pathway besides community pride could 
be highlighted in the copy?

Is there a specific color palette associated with 
the event that should be used to support the 
newspaper’s connection to it? 

Confirm  
The piece is relevant to the place and time,  
uses an appropriate message pathway and has  
a clear message and/or call to action.

Pathway: Community Pride Pathway: Community Pride

SUPER  FALCONS. 
SUPER  FANS.  

SUPER  COVERAGE.

1558-005_CMG0000092323-01

IT’S
ATLANTA’S
MOMENT.

SOAR!

IT’S 
ATLANTA’S 
MOMENT.

PLAY
BALL!

C O V E R I N G  A L L  T H E  B A S E S
A L L  S E A S O N  L O N G .

1558-005_CMG0000092323-01

IT’S
ATLANTA’S
MOMENT.

PLAY
BALL!

Covering all the bases
all season long.

Atlanta Falcons’ red  
and black color palette

Atlanta Braves’ red  
and blue color palette
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Television or  
Radio Scripts 

How do we tell a compelling story that  
resonates with members of the community, 
and not just provide a list of local topics about 
which they should “know what’s really going 
on?” In the script shown here, the storytelling is 
accomplished by linking features relevant across 
all four markets (e.g. schools, roads) with the 
importance of quality local journalism. This 
message is tied off with the “what’s really going 
on” and the “worth your support” phrasings 
that perform well across audience types.  
The wording is light and conversational,  
and connects with listeners by emphasizing  
the importance of real, local journalism  
and the value it provides to individuals and  
communities alike.
 

Isn’t it worth knowing what’s  
really going on? 
With your tax dollars 
On your roads 
In your schools 
Inside your local government 
and in your community.

Real journalism. 
Real local impact.  
From the [CMG newspaper 
brands]. 

Start your subscription today for 
just 99 cents. 
Because it’s worth knowing 
what’s really going on … 
And it’s worth your support.

A sample of the ad may be found at the following link:  
https://youtu.be/2ccluHiJt9o

WHIO Live Read

Good Morning. I’m Larry Hansgen. Could 
Dayton Public Schools be making some  
dramatic changes in bussing? Find out  
what is really going on for your kids this  
fall in a story in the Dayton Daily News and 
online at myDaytonDailyNews.com.

AJC/Forward Promotion with Editor Kevin Riley

It’s your commute. And it’s chaos out there.

Collapsing bridges. Buckling highways.  
Endless construction.

I’m Kevin Riley, editor of The Atlanta  
Journal-Constitution.

MARTA wants to help you. But can it?

We find out what’s really going on with  
the agency’s efforts to offer you options,  
and improve commutes for all of us.

Read Sunday’s AJC. The Atlanta 
Journal-Constitution. Credible.  
Compelling. Complete.

Sample Television Scripts Sample Radio Scripts
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Many of our readers feel emotional connections 
to our bylines and personalities. In our focus 
groups many subscribers, and non-subscribers, 
could recall a columnist or reporter and recalled 
that personality as a reason to read. They  
have built an emotional connection to our news 
content – like hearing from a friend.
 
This brand opportunity helps us to reinforce 
messaging on real journalists and real local 
impact. Using personalities also may leverage 
tracker topics or a story arc of interest to our 
readers. When selecting personalities, rely on 
your newsroom’s strategic actions plans and 
digital traffic or engagement goals.
 
Use of personalities is not limited to brand  
print ads. This creative easily translates to  
other tactics including digital banners, social 
cards or emails.

How to use:

Identify  
The personality being highlighted, their role 
within the CMG newspaper brands and their 
impact on the community they serve.

Ask  
What local tie-in that can provide engaging  
context to the copy and image?

What pathways besides real journalism can  
be employed?

Confirm  
The piece humanizes the CMG newspaper 
brands through the work of its journalists, using 
copy and imagery that shows their impact on 
the community.

Personalities 

“I’m your reliable source 
for what’s really going on 
with Florida’s weather.”

Real Journalists. Real Local Impact.

Kim Miller
weather reporter
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There are times when an event or milestone 
continues to resonate in our communities. 
And chances are these moments may not have 
happened without our newsrooms. A law was 
changed. An issue exposed. Public officials  
held accountable. This is an occasion to  
support our work with a proof of benefit or 
proof of performance ad.
 
When preparing for a proof of performance 
(POP) or proof of benefit (POB), considering 
using reader responses to our coverage. These 
ads may include images or display the CMG blue 
box with an impactful headline. Confirm this 
messaging with the pathways and connect with 
the communities we serve. 
 
A POP or POB may also be adapted for use in 
acquisition campaigns.

How to use:

Identify  
The source story and how it impacted  
the community.

Ask  
What reasons to believe in the brand are  
reflected in the story inspiring this piece?

What pathway(s) can be employed here?

What local tie-in can provide engaging  
context to the copy and image?

Confirm  
The piece concisely shows the impact of the 
CMG newpaper brands on the communities it 
serves as a result of the investigative reporting.

Proof of Performance
Proof of Benefit

Pathway: Real Journalism

Real Journalism. Local Impact.

“This is a powerful and significant piece of great journalism!” 
Jeffery Dvorkin

Director, Journalism Program, University of Toronto/Scarborough

“ I would like to express my gratitude to you for the research that went into this 
article and for shedding light on this growing epidemic that has touched so many lives 

and families. It is heartbreaking to see each photo and more heartbreaking 
to read their personal stories … You have done a tremendous work.”

Teresa Aldridge
Grandmother of Chandler Aldridge, 20, who died Dec. 26, 2015  

“There is so much stigma and bad press about how horrible addicts are and 
what crappy parents they must have … your story and photos are the kindest thing 
I have seen come out of a journalist in ... forever it seems. So, from a warrior mom 

of a recovering addict ... I just wanted to say thank you. Thank you for fighting the fight 
along with us and being so respectful of our plight to save our kids.” 

Jennifer Brown
Palm Beach Post reader

“My sincere thanks for your sensitivity and portraying my son for who he really was.”
Steve Bono

Father of Stephen Bono, 28, who died Oct. 4, 2015

“ … we need awareness of what this drug can do. 
Thank you for all your efforts in putting this more than large project together.”

Diane Incognito
Mother of Michael Incognito, 29, who died July 2, 2015

Read the complete investigation at
myPalmBeachPost.com/generationheroin

“This is an outstanding article, 
and a must read for all parents.
Everything you want to know 

is contained in this 
comprehensive piece. Great 

work by The Palm Beach Post.”

Martin County Sheriff’s Office

“The heroin epidemic in 
Palm Beach County is a public 

health crisis that we are all 
responsible for dealing with.

We cannot arrest our way out 
of this. We must work together 
as a community to combat this 

crisis. Please take some time 
to read these important and 

informative stories.”

Boynton Beach Police Department

Pathway: Real Journalism
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A Journalist Award is used when an individual, 
such a reporter or editor, wins an award.  

CMG newspapers are proud to serve local  
markets with the critical public service of  
keeping citizens informed. As such, the themes 
of Community Pride, Real Journalism and  
Civic Responsibility inform the copy and imagery 
for these ads.

How to use:

Identify  
Who has won the award and for what have they 
won it. 

Ask  
What is the overall theme of the award(s) won?

What pathway(s) can be used to inspire copy 
and imagery?

Though a journalist is receiving the award, how 
can the focus be brought back to the reader and 
their community?

Confirm  
That advertising this award is done in a way  
that will engage with readers and is not merely 
an exercise in chest-thumping.

Journalism Awards 
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Section 2
Consumer Marketing
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Brevity and impact are very important in digital 
campaigns. Use concise and impactful language 
to fit a variety of sizes across digital and social 
media applications.

How to use:

Identify  
The type of story or message we are  
communicating and the space available to  
communicate it.

Ask  
Which pathway(s) should be highlighted in  
the copy?

Can we make a connection to a topic relevant to 
the local community?

Confirm  
The piece is relevant to the place and time,  
fits in the space provided and has a clear  
message and/or call to action.

Digital Acquisition  
Campaign:  
Digital Display

300 x 250

728 x 90

250 x 250
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Brevity and impact are very important in digital 
campaigns. Use concise and impactful language 
to fit a variety of sizes across digital and social 
media applications.

How to use:

Identify  
The type of story or message we are  
communicating and the space available to  
communicate it.

Ask  
Which pathway(s) should be highlighted in  
the copy?

Can we make a connection to a topic  
relevant to the local community?

Confirm  
The piece is relevant to the place and time,  
fits in the space provided and has a clear  
message and/or call to action.

Digital Acquisition  
Campaign:  
Digital Display

300 x 600 160 x 600
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Digital Acquisition  
Campaign:  
Social Media

Social media digital acquisition campaigns consist 
of three compontents: the lead in copy (shown 
above the image field), the visual (image- or  
color-based) and the call to action (displayed 
below the image). All three components work to-
gether to support one or more message pathway. 

When selecting images for social media acquisition 
campaigns choose from CMG-owned newsroom 
image files whenever possible rather than stock 
photography. Images that reflect the local market 
are best. Crop images closely to focus on the 
subject. Lighting should be natural, not artificial 
or overblown. Refer to the image palette and 
selection guidelines on pages 22 – 23 for more 
complete guidelines.

Color-based social media ads (see the top left of 
this page) need to align with Facebook guidelines 
for the ratio of headline/copy to color field. Use 
Facebook’s text overlay tool to confirm an ad 
meets the guidelines: https://www.facebook.com/
ads/tools/text_overlay 

How to use:

Identify  
The type of story or message we are communi-
cating and the space available to communicate it.

Ask  
Which pathway(s) should be highlighted in  
the copy?

Is there a tie-in to a topic relevant to the local 
community that can be made?

Confirm 
The piece is relevant to the place and time, fits in 
the space provided and has a clear message and/
or call to action.

Lead in: Support real journalism. Because it’s worth knowing what’s 
really going on.

Lead in: Your community is stronger and better informed when you 
support real,  local journalism.

Lead in: Now more than ever, the source matters. Stay informed.  
Be empowered.

Lead in: It’s your community. Support real journalism so you can 
take action with real facts.

Lead in: Support local reporting that gives you all sides of the story. 
It’s worth knowing  what’s really going on.

Lead in: Your time matters and so does your source of news.  
Learn what’s really going on in [name of community]. 

Call to action: Support real journalism today for 99¢. Call to action:  Worth your time and worth your support for just 99¢.

Call to action: Worth your support for just 99¢. Call to action:  Support real journalism today for 99¢.

Call to action:  Worth your support for just 99¢. Call to action:  Worth your time and worth your support for just 99¢.

Pathway: Real Journalism Pathway: Community Pride

Pathway: Civic Responsibility Pathway: Real Journalism

Pathway: Real Journalism Pathway: Personal Ritual 
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Direct communication with subscribers is a  
targeted and important way to reinforce the 
value and benefits of a newspaper subscription 
and confirm the smart decision they made to 
invest in real, local journalism.

Subscriber  
Communications

Welcome new subscriber. Please submit your payment.

It’s your community.
 Know what’s 

really going on.

Thank you for supporting real local journalism.
Your subscription includes:
• A credible and reliable source to keep you and our community informed.
• Local investigative reports that have a real local impact.
• Journalists who check the facts and report all sides of the story. 
• The most complete coverage of local news, information and events. 
• Exclusive access to content across several formats: the print edition, the daily ePaper and myAJC.com.
• A member center where you can select the daily emails and newsletters you want to receive. 
• Money saving coupons, sales ads and inserts from your favorite stores and brands. 

First Invoice

•  A credible and reliable source to keep you and our community informed.

•  Local investigative reports that have a real local impact.

•  Journalists who check the facts and report all sides of the story. 

•  The most complete coverage of local news, information and events. 

•  Exclusive access to content across several formats: the print edition,  
the daily ePaper and myAJC.com.

•  A member center where you can select the daily emails and newsletters you 
want to receive. 

•  Money saving coupons, sales ads and inserts from your favorite stores  
and brands.

Sample Reasons to Believe/Subscribe

Working draft, not final version
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Section 3
Content
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Content Labeling,  
Packaging and 
Process Storytelling 

One of the most important places to  
reinforce brand is within our own product –  
the “newshole”– both in print and digital.

As part of a broader investigative series,  
we have the opportunity to prove our value to 
readers by touting the rigorous process we  
used to develop it. Then, we can inform readers 
how they can engage further with the story.  
This is accomplished using the guidelines set 
forth here.

Because our brand exists across media types, 
these insight and examples extend past 
print-centric labeling and printing opportunities, 
into digital and beyond.

This first edition provides the groundwork  
for process. In future editions, we will  
include published examples beyond just  
these guidelines.

How to use:

Identify  
Which piece of a larger story is the focus of  
this communication and how readers expect  
to interact with it.

Ask  
What can information about how we got the 
story can better help readers engage with it?

What about our journalistic process do readers 
find valuable and trustworthy?

Confirm 
Readers can easily understand the five W’s  
and an H of how the published story came to be 
without reading the article itself.

The Reporter(s)

Goal: Share with readers facts that  
establish the credibility and credentials 
of bylined reporters on the story. 
(For projects, we can include a bigger 
treatment; this approach is for routine 
stories.) 

Key Phrases: awards, education, special 
coverage, relevant experience, years on 
the beat, journalist or journalism, etc. 

 
Cautions: Avoid job titles, which have 
little meaning to readers.

 
Examples:

Journalist Bill Rankin has covered  
legal affairs for the AJC for 15 years and 
attended more than 200 trials.

Brad Schrade, a member of the investi-
gations team, has won numerous prizes 
for his reporting on police misconduct.

Jeremy Redmon covers the immigration 
beat and was awarded a fellowship  
on immigration by the Knight  
Foundation, a journalism non-profit 
training organization. 

Besides being an award-winning  
columnist, Gracie Bonds Staples is a 
deacon at her church and volunteers  
at a suicide prevention hotline.

 

How We Got the Story

Goal: Give readers key background 
about how we came across the story or 
got access to the story  and/or include 
process language to help them  
understand the work we did for them.

 
Key Phrases: mention key interviews, 
tough records to obtain, analysis or 
deep digging, extensive efforts; words 
like uncovered, exposed, got access

Cautions: Avoid generic language  
like “dozens of interviews and scores  
of records.”

Examples:

Reporter Danny Robbins was digging into the 
background of a prison doctor last year when  
he encountered medical board records about 
doctors who were accused of sexually abusing 
patients. He read all the records and realized 
many were returned to practice. Our team de-
cided to look at the problem across the nation.

Willoughby Mariano heard last year from a 
lawmaker about the backlog of rape kits at the 
Georgia Bureau of Investigation. She has since 
written seven articles about the problem, how 
it was solved in other states and its impact on 
victims of sexual assault.

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution gathered the 
information for this project via public records 
requests to every public university that  
competes in a Bowl Championship Series  
conference or finished in the 2016-2017 season’s 
football Top 25. A few universities – Penn State 
University and the University of Pittsburgh – 
refused to provide it. Private schools were not 
included in this project because they are not 
subject to public records laws. The NCAA does 
not release the school-by-school information; it 
considers it confidential.

Get Involved

Goal: Tell readers what they can do to 
get involved or take part.

 
 
 
 
Key Phrases: include the where  
and how

 
 
Cautions: Avoid use that could be seen 
urging toward a partisan solution.

 
Examples:

The AIDS quilts will be on display at  
the Woodruff Arts Center on Sunday,  
June 1. Purchasing a $20 ticket raises  
$2 for AIDS Education. 

You can learn what it takes to be a 
guardian ad litem from the Office of the 
Child Advocate for the state of Georgia. 

Early voting begins Tuesday. Polling  
locations are open across DeKalb and 
Fulton Counties and can be found on 
ajc.com/link.

Check Our Sources

Goal: List sources for readers so that 
they can check facts for themselves. 

 
 
 
 
Key Phrases: it should be a straightfor-
ward list with no extra verbiage

 
 
Cautions: In politically sensitive stories, 
aim for a balanced mix and avoid parti-
san sources.

Examples:

Validate what we learned in  
our reporting:

Interview on the Monica Perez show: 
http://themonicaperezshow

Governor’s Office of Planning and 
Budget: http?;//opb.georgia.gov/gover-
nors-budget-reports

Budget slideshow from Gov. Deal’s 
speech: media.cmgdigital.com/shared/
news/docments/Budget_overview.pdf
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About digital 
access, delivery or 
your subscription, 
email Customer 
Service Director 
Dawn Forman 
at readercare@
ajc.com or call 
customer service at 
404-522-4141.

Delivery
ajc.com/customercare
404-522-4141

Michael Joseph, Publisher
mjoseph@ajc.com

Brian Cooper, General Manager
bcooper@ajc.com

Kevin Riley, Editor
kriley@ajc.com

Bert Roughton Jr., 
Managing Editor, 
Senior Editorial Director 
broughton@ajc.com

Monica Richardson,
Managing Editor
mrichardson@ajc.com

Mark Wallgore, Managing Editor
mwallgore@ajc.com

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution (USPS 546-480) is published 
daily by Atlanta Newspapers, 223 Perimeter Center Parkway 
N.E., Atlanta, Ga, 30346. Periodicals postage paid at Atlanta, 
GA.  Daily and Saturday, $2; Sunday, $3. Prices may be higher 
in outlying areas. Postmaster: Send address changes to 
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution, Mail Circulation, 223 
Perimeter Center Parkway N.E., Atlanta, GA 30345. Subscribe: 
Call 404-522-414 or visit ajcdeliver.com/subscribe

Our Rates 1 Month Annual
7-Day $56.99 $683.99
4-Day, plus holidays* $36.99 $443.79
2-Day, plus holidays* $30.99 $371.79
Sunday, plus holidays* $29.99 $359.79
Full digital access $14.99 $179.88

Weaving the brand message in all customer 
touchpoints is important, and this example  
illustrates the ease in doing so. The primary 
change to link the required pricing notice with 
a message that reinforces what subscribers 
are paying for and thanks them. Previously 
titled How to Contact Us, this section has been 
changed to Connect With Us and uses the 
branded blue square to visually unite it with the 
rest of the branded paper. 

This example is just one illustration of how we 
will be weaving pieces of the brand throughout 
all touch points, such as CSR scripts and emails.

How to use:

Ask  
What kind of reader will look to proactively 
contact us?

Which pathway besides community pride could 
be highlighted in the copy?

Why would readers reach out to us?

How can reader concerns be mitigated through 
this piece to help improve brand sentiment?

Where can you thank readers for supporting 
real journalism?

How can you link a message of value in places 
where price in mentioned?

Confirm  
Readers are made to feel involved the brand and 
appreciated for supporting it.

How to Contact Us Working draft, not final version
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Welcome new subscriber. Please submit your payment.

It’s your community.
 Know what’s 

really going on.

Thank you for supporting real local journalism.
Your subscription includes:
• A credible and reliable source to keep you and our community informed.
• Local investigative reports that have a real local impact.
• Journalists who check the facts and report all sides of the story. 
• The most complete coverage of local news, information and events. 
• Exclusive access to content across several formats: the print edition, the daily ePaper and myAJC.com.
• A member center where you can select the daily emails and newsletters you want to receive. 
• Money saving coupons, sales ads and inserts from your favorite stores and brands. 

First Invoice

This guidebook shows the flexibility involved 
in our marketing strategy and bringing the 
brand to life. But, it also shows the strength 
in consistency reinforcing the message of 
knowing what’s really going on in everything  
we do. 

Thank you.


